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On radicals in lattices 
M . S T E R N 
To the memory of my teacher Professor Andor Kertész 
§ 1. Introduction 
In [ 2 ] B . STENSTRÖM has defined the radical of a complete lattice L as the meet of 
all dual atoms of L. Furthermore he has studied properties of the radical in several 
classes of complete modular lattices. Our aim in this note is to generalize some of 
the theorems of [2] to certain classes of lattices which are not modular in general 
but preserve some properties of modularity such as M-symmetry, cross-symmetry 
and the covering property. Applications are given to some classes of ^C-lattices. 
Our main results are Theorems 3.8 and 3.14. 
§ 2. Basic notions 
The least element and the greatest element of a lattice,, if they exist, are denoted 
by 0 and 1, respectively. In a lattice L, we say that the element a£L covers the element 
b£L and write b-<a in case b<a and b^x^a implies x—b or x—a .In a lattice 
L with 0 an element p£L is called an atom, if 0 -<p. In a lattice L with 1 an element 
mdL is called a dual atom if m<\. a\\b means that a£L and b^L are incomparable 
elements, that is neither a^b nor bs.a\ c=a+b stands for c=aöb and af)b=0; 
if aráb, then [a, b] = {x£L: a^x^b}. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.1. Let Z, be a lattice and a, b£L. We say that a, b is a modular 
pair and write (a, b)M when c^b implies ( c U a ) f l 6 = c U (afl6) in L. We say that 
a,b is a dual modular pair and we write (a, b)M* when c s i implies (cf)a)[Jb = 
=cr)(aUb) in L. 
L e m m a 2.2 ([1, Lemma 1.3, p. 2]). Let L be a lattice and a, b£L. If both 
(a, b)M and (a, then the sublattices [a, a\Jb] and [aC\b, b] are isomorphic and 
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we write [a, aUbJ^laClb, b]. An isomorphism is effected by the following mutual 
inverse mappings: (p(x)=xUa and xj/ ( j ) =y Pib. 
From the isomorphic mappings of the preceding lemma one gets: 
C o r o l l a r y 2.3. (i) If m is a dual atom of[a(~\b, b] then (p(m)=mija is a dual 
atom of [a, a\Jb]; 
(ii) (p(r\mv)— f] (p(mv) (mvd[aC]b, b]) if the meets exist, 
P r o o f , (i) is obvious. For (ii) we have 
MrWm,)] = ¿n[nq»(m,)] = 0 [bf)q>(mv)] = Di¡i<p(mv) = Hmv. 
Hence 
f)q>(mv) = (pil/[f)(p(mv)] = q>(Dmv). 
L e m m a 2.4 ([1, Lemma 1.5, p. 2]) Let L be a lattice and a, b£L. If (a, b)M 
then (als ¿>i)M for any ^ [ a f l i , a] and b^aOb, b]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.5 A lattice L is called modular when (a, b)M holds for all a, b£L. 
A lattice L is called M-symmetric when (a, b)M implies (b, a)M in L. A lattice L is 
called cross-symmetric if (a, b)M implies (b, a)M* in L. 
For a detailed treatment of symmetric lattices we refer to [1]. 
T h e o r e m 2.6 ([1, Theorem 1.9, p. 3]). A cross-symmetric lattice is M-symmetric. 
C o r o l l a r y 2.7. Let L be a cross-symmetric lattice and a,b£L. If (a, b)M 
then (b, a)M*, (b, a)M and {a, b)M*. 
P r o o f . The assertion follows immediately from Definition 2.5 and Theorem 2.6. 
The implication 
N*:a<al)b implies af]b<b 
plays an important role in this paper. It is a sort of dual covering property and is 
satisfied in every modular lattice. 
A lattice L with 0 is called atomistic if every element of L is the join of a family 
of atoms. An element of a lattice L with 0 is called a finite element when it is either 
0 or the join of a finite number of atoms. The set of all finite elements of L is denoted 
by F(L). The covering property is introduced as follows: 
if p is an atom and af]p=0, then a-<aUp. We call 'L an AC-lattice if it is an 
atomistic lattice with covering property. 
For the theory of /4C-lattices we refer to [1]. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.8 In a lattice L, an element a£L is called a modular element 
when (x, a)M for every x£ L. A lattice L with 0 is called finite-modular, when every 
finite element of Z, is a modular element. 
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T h e o r e m 2.9 ([1, Theorem 9.5, p. 42]). Let L be an AC-lattice. The following 
two statements are equivalent: 
(i) L is finite-modular; 
(ii) in L the implication N* holds true. 
A lattice L with 0 and 1 is called a DAC-lattice when both L and its dual are 
¿C-lat'tices (cf. [1, p. 123]). 
T h e o r e m 2 .10 ([1, Theorem 27.6, p. 123]). Every D AC-lattice is finite-modular 
and M-symmetric. 
A matroid lattice may be defined as an upper continuous AC-lattice (cf. [1, p. 56]). 
Now we are ready to define the radical and to study its properties. 
In this paragraph L denotes always a complete lattice. 
D e f i n i t i o n 3.1. Let [a, b] be an interval of a lattice L. The radical of [a, b] is 
the meet of all dual atoms of [a, b\, and is denoted by ¿]. If [a, b] has no dual 
atom, then R[a, b]=b. Instead of i?[0, 1] we shall write R(L). A lattice L is called 
radical free if R(L)=0. A lattice L is called strongly radical free if J? [a, 1 ] = a for 
every a£L. 
By definition, a strongly radical free lattice is radical free. The converse is not 
true; consider the following lattice 
0 
We have R(Ns)=bC)c=0 but R[a, 1 ] = c > a . 
The following lemma gives an equivalent condition for an AC-lattice to be 
strongly radical free. 
L e m m a 3.2 An AC-lattice L is strongly radical free if and only if L is relatively 
dually atomic (that is, for every a>b there exists a dual atom m of L such that 
a>af)m^b). 
P r o o f . By definition, L is strongly radical free if and only if every aCL is 
the meet of those dual atoms wiv of L, for which mv^a (in the terminology of [1]: 
§ 3. The radical and its properties 
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if and only if L is dually atomistic). By the dual of [1, Lemma 7.2, p. 30] this is the 
case if and only if L is relatively dually atomic. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.3. Any DAC-lattice is strongly radical free. 
P r o o f . A DAC-lattice is by definition relatively dually atomic, Hence the asser-
tion follows from the preceding lemma. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.4 Any matroid lattice is strongly radical free. 
P r o o f . A matroid lattice is relatively dually atomic (cf. [1, Remark 13. 1, p. 
56]). Hence the assertion follows from Lemma 3.2. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.5 ([2, Proposition 12]). If L is a modular matroid lattice then 
R(L)=0. 
Now we are going on to study properties of the radical in lattices which need not 
be modular but satisfy certain conditions that are fulfilled in the presence of modu-
larity. 
L e m m a 3.6. Let L be a lattice in which N* is satisfied. If a^b1^b2 in L then 
R[a, 6J ^ R[a, A J. 
P r o o f . Let first m(i[a, ¿>2] and m-<b2. If b^m, then R[a, b^^b^m. Let 
now ¿i||m. Then b1\Jm=b2>m and hence by N* one has b1C\m-<b1. From this it 
follows that b^Sb^mSm. Therefore in any case R[a, b^R[a, ¿>2]. If [a, 6J 
or [a, 62] has no dual atoms then the assertion is obvious. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.7 ([2, Proposition 10]). If L is a modular lattice and a£L, then 
i?[0, a]^R(L). 
P r o o f . N* holds in every modular lattice. Applying the preceding lemma, 
we get the assertion. 
It has been proved in [2, Proposition 11] that if in a modular lattice L, 1 is the 
direct sum of two elements, then R(L) is the direct sum of the radicals of the two 
direct summands. This is generalized in the following 
T h e o r e m 3.8 Let L be a lattice and let a, b£L. Assume that the following three 
conditions are satisfied: 
(ij N* holds in L; 
(ii) (a, b)M, (b, a)M* and (b, a)M, (a, b)M* hold in L; 
(iii) (b, R[af\b, a])M* or (a, R[af)b, b])M* holds in L. 
Then 
R[a(\b, a]{JR[aftb, b] = R[af]b, a\Jb}. 
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P r o o f . Let L be a lattice and a, b£L. Let (i), (ii) and 
(1) (b, R[af)b, a])M* 
be satisfied in L. If instead of (1) the relation (a, R[aC\b, b])M* is satisfied then the 
proof is similar to the now given one. By Lemma 3.6 we get 
(2) R[aDb, a]U-R[an6, b] S R[af)b, a l lé] . 
Now we prove that the converse inequality holds true in L. By condition (ii) we get 
from lemma 2.2 the following isomorphisms : 
[a, aUb] Si [af)b, b] and [b, aUb] ss [af)b, a]. 
Let (p(x)=x{Ja and q>(x)=xUb. By {m^.a^A} we denote the set of the dual atoms 
of [aC\b, b] and by {np: P£B} we denote the set of the dual atoms of [aC\b, a]. Then 
we have by Corollary 2.3 
(3) (p(R[anb,b]) = <p(C\mx) = i > ( 0 = n ( « , U a ) = R[ar\b,aUb] 
and in a similar manner 
(4) <p(R[af)b, a]) = ç<S\nt) = C[${nf) = D (npUb) S R[aDb, a l lé] . 
By (3) and (4) it follows that 
ft]Ua, .R[an6, a]U6 ^ R[aftb, a l l é ] 
and hence 
(5) R[af)b, flUè] S CRfaflé, b]Ua)n(R[af}b, a]U'b). 
From (1) and from R[a(~)b, b]Ua^R[af]b, a] we get (cf. Definition 2.1) 
(6) (R[aÇ]b,b]\Ja)Ç\{bUR[af\b,a})= {{R[aiïb,b}\Ja)(~\b}{JR[anb,à\. 
Since R[aC\b, b]^b and (a, b)M we get further (cf. Definition 2.1) 
(7) CR[af}b , b]{Ja)C\b = R[af]b, b]\J(aC\b). 
Now by (5), (6) and (7) it follows that 
(8) aUb] R[af)b, a]{jR[af\b, i]U (aflô). 
(2) and (8) together prove the theorem. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.9. Let L be a cross-symmetric lattice in which N* is satisfied. 
If (a, b)M then 
R[aC\b, aJUJÎfanè , b] = R[af)b, allô]. 
P r o o f . We show that conditions (i)—(iii) of Theorem 3.8 are satisfied. Condi-
tion (i) is satisfied by assumption. Condition (ii) holds by Corollary 2.7. Since (a, b)M 
U A 
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and o ]=a one gets (iî [a H a], b)M by Lemma 2.4. From this it 
follows that (b, R[a(~}b, a])M* holds since L is cross-symmetric. This means that 
condition (iii) is likewise satisfied. Hence the assertion follows from the preceding 
theorem. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.10. Let L be a modular lattice and a, bdL. Then 
R[af)b, a]{JR[a^b, b] = R[ar\b, aUZ>]. 
P r o o f . A modular lattice is cross-symmetric and satisfies N*. Furthermore 
(a, b)M for all a, b£L. Applying Corollary 3.9, we get the assertion. 
R e m a r k . By similar arguments as in Theorem 3.8 we are able to prove the 
following 
T h e o r e m . Let L be a modular lattice and a, b£L. Then 
R[a, flUé]nn([é, «Ué] - R[aC\b, a l i i ] . 
Specializing Corollary 3.10 we get 
C o r o l l a r y 3.11 ([2, Proposition 11]). If L is a modular lattice and 1 =a+b 
then R(L)=R[0,a]+R[0,b}. 
P r o o f . From 1 =a+b we get R[aC\b, a]=.R[0, a], R[aC\b, b] = R[0, b] and 
R[af)b, a U è ] = ^ [ 0 , 1]=-R(L). Since 0^i?[0, a]Sa and 0^i?[0, b]sb, we have 
2?[0, a]n/?[0, è ]=0. Now the assertion follows from Corollary 3.10. 
In the following two corollaries we apply Theorem 3.8 to finite-modular AC-
lattices. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.12. Let L be a finite-modular AC-lattice and let a,b(LL. If 
a£F(L) then R[af]b, b]=R[aC\b, a\Jb}. Similarly, if b£F(L) then R[aC\b, a} = 
R[aÇ\b,a\Jb]. 
P r o o f . We show that conditions (i)—(iii) of Theorem 3.8 hold in L. Condition 
(i) is satisfied by Theorem 2.9. Condition (ii) and condition (iii) hold by [1, Corol-
lary 9.4, p. 42]. If now a£F(L), then [0, a] is a matroid lattice by [1, Lemma 8.10, 
p. 37.] Hence jR[af)6, a)—aC\b by Corollary 3.4. Applying Theorem 3.8 we get 
R[af)b, b]=R[af]b, aUb], Similarly R[a(~)b, a] = R[af)b, a{Jb] if b£F(L). 
C o r o l l a r y 3.13. Let L be a finite-modular AC-lattice and let a£F(L). If 
aÇ_F{L) has a complement in L then af]R(L) = 0. 
P r o o f . Let b be a complement of a£F{L). Since a £ F ( L ) , aC\b=0 and a U 6 = l 
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we get by Corollary 3.12 that /?(L) = i?[0, b]. From this it follows that 
af]R(L) = afli?[0, b] = af)b = 0, 
which proves the corollary. 
Now we put the question: under which conditions can we prove in the preceding 
corollary the converse implication? An answer to this question is given in 
T h e o r e m 3.14. Let L be an M-symmetric finite-modular AC-lattice and let 
a£F(L). If af]R(L)—0, then adF(L) has a complement in L. 
P r o o f . Let 
(9) anJ?(L) = 0. 
Assume that a£F(L) has no complement in L. From this assumption we shall 
derive a contradiction. Let am(^a) be a minimal element without complement in L. 
Such an am exists since a£F(L). Furthermore am^0, since 0 has the complement 1 
in L. From (9) it follows that 
amC\R{L) = 0. 
Hence there exists a dual atom n£L such that am\\n. Then by N* (cf. Theorem 2.9) 
(10) amf)n<am. 
By the minimality of am, it follows from (10) that amDn has a complement b£L. Let 
d=bHn. 
We show that d is a complement of am which is a contradiction to our assumption. 
Evidently 
(11) n O b ^ b 
since from nf]b=b it follows that b^n and l=(amC\n)[Jb^n, a contradiction. 
From (11) we get by N* that nC\b<b. By [1, Lemma 7.5, p. 31] it follows that 
(n, b)M. Since L is M-symmetric, we get (b, n)M. This means that 
(12) x^n implies (xU6)f )«=; tU(6 fin) in L (cf. Definition 2.1). 
Since amC\n^n, it follows from (12) that 
(13) {(amn«)U6}fl« = (amnn)U(bnn). 
Then by the definition of d and by (13) 
am{Jd = amU (amC\n){Jd = am\J[(amC\n)\J(bC\n)\ = am[J[nC\{{amC\n)\Jb}] = 
= a m U ( « n i ) = amUn — 1. 
it 
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Furthermore 
amC\d — amr\nC\b = 0. 
Hence rfis a complement of am. This contradiction proves the theorem. 
C o r o l l a r y 3.15. Let L be a DAC-lattice. If a£F(L) then it has a com-
plement in L. 
P r o o f . A DAC-lattice is finite-modular and M-symmetric by Theorem 2.10. 
For a ZMC-lattice L it follows by Corollary 3.3 that R(L)=0. Applying Theorem 
3.14 we get the assertion. 
We remark that Corollary 3.15 forms a part of [1, Theorem 27.10, p. 124]. 
Summarizing Corollary 3.13 and Theorem 3.14 we have 
C o r o l l a r y 3.16. Let L be an M-symmetric finite-modular AC-lattice and let 
a£F(L). Then af]R(L)—0 if and only if a^F(L) has a complement in L. 
We conclude this paragraph by remarking that the preceding corollary is an 
extension of a part of [2, Theorem 14]. 
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